The community th at will not allow
its humblest citizen to freely express
his opinion, no m atter how false or
odious the opinion may be, is only
a gang of slaves.1
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READY
H m any people we wonder
b y the chorus of
w e re.j/jtaken
[’indignation that went up in
ilfA inerican circles each time
Ssians exploded their bom b in
gnosphere? How m any believe
K b explosions— there have been
fa r—were carried out for pro||a purposes, m eant to “ iman d terrorise the A m ericans?
jo w many believe K rushchev’s
tation for. polluting the atmosK little more; th at it was re% but that the safety of the
bjoc, and world peace, have
sir sole consideration, etc. ?
le of the answers to these
p s c a n , we think, be found
erican reactions to the Rusjtrim e”. The m oral indigjs^ttled long before the fail
ed*all kinds of pressure groups
[peady a t work to get the United
g- to resum e testing above
n
fcnedy has now stated th at the
o States were ready to resum e
■ in the atm osphere “if this
jme necessary for A m erican
ity and for the protection of
ee world” . Preparations were

AHARCHIST

A Plum for Mr. K
in fact under way for carrying out
these tests; there w ould be no super
bom b explosions, and he prom ised
that fall-out w ould be kept to an
“ absolute m inim um ” .
According to the report Kennedy,
“ speaking with great em phasis” said
that the U nited States still had a
lead over R ussia in general nuclear
power, and this country “ does not
intend to lose it.” H e w arned, how 
ever, that the Soviet “cam paign of
fear” should not be dismissed as
m ere bluff and bluster. T he atm os
pheric tests in the Soviet U nion had
probably been of value to Russian
scientists and m ilitary men.
W hat a plum fo r Mr. K hrush
chev! F irst of all he adm its that
A m erica has a lead and then makes
it clear that the Am ericans do not
intend losing it. By the sam e token,
K hrushchev can say that Russia
does not intend to be in a position
of inferiority in this m atter and will
do everything possible to close the
gap. A nd of course this means a
general resum ption of tests all
round. B ut notice too that now the
Am ericans are contem plating tests,
the argum ent that the R ussian bom b
explosions has no scientific justifi
cation and th at it was simply a pro
paganda cam paign of terror, is being
modified. They should not be dis
m issed “ as m ere bluff and bluster” ,
etc., declared the President.

figures are theoretical, but they are sup
ported by an impressive array of expert
witnesses in the Atomic Energy Com
mission and the Defence Department.
It is this kind of pressure that is being
exerted almost daily on the White House
as President Kennedy ponders the
question of whether the time has now
come for him to give the signal for
resumed testing in the atmosphere.
Already Governor Rockefeller4 of New
York has said it is “unthinkable” to
send American troops into battle against
any Communist troops unless the Ameri
can soldiers are armed with advanced,
precise, and clean weapons” which can
only be developed by new tests in the
atmosphere. Governor Rockefeller said
that the United States must not be in
timidated by neutralist opinion from
carrying out any test which is essential
to the protection and strengthening of
American security.

Alistair Cooke (Guardian, Nov.
1) describes the Am erican reaction
to “ the drenching of the atmosphere
with incalculably dangerous fall
out” as being “swift and odd”
It is a demand, from impressively
responsible men, that the United States
should resume atmospheric testing as
soon as possible.
There is no hint of this retaliation in
today’s morning papers, but the evening
papers are full of it. It began with the
delayed reports of a speech by Mr.
Richard Nixon, the 1960 Republican
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candidate for President, in up-state New
York. “We should not wait/* he said,
“and take a Gallup Poll of all the neutral
nations around the world. The US
should take its nuclear testing out from
underground.”
He was echoed today by Senator
Henry Jackson, a Democrat and the
chairman of the Joint Congressional
Committee on Atomic Weapons: “There
is no question that the Soviets are im
proving the sophistication of their war
heads to the point that in the long lead
we may be in jeopardy. We’ll have to
test in the atmosphere.” It will be hard,
and could be politically perilous, for
the Republican or Democratic rank and
file not to say “Amen.”
At its most clamant, this new “de
mand” takes the form of a banner head
line across the Hearst papers, which, if
they no longer have the power to
mobilise public indignation that they did
in the days of their founder, still thunder
from coast to coast:
“Urge JFK Order A-Tests:
Call Air Shots Must”
It was the tentative, but depressed,
opinion of American officials here in and
around the United Nations that if the
Adminstration, leaders in Congress, and
the President’s Scientific Advisory Com
mittee, shared the apprehensions of
Senator Jackson, it would soon become
impossible for President Kennedy to
resist this appeal. American editorial
opinon would quite suddenly have to
halt its lamentations over the fate of

unborn children and leave to the other
fellow the charge of “wanton disregard
for human life.”

Two senators, one a member o f
the Foreign Relations Committee,
the other chairm an of the armed
services committee are calling for
immediate tests to perfect the Nbomb. T he “death ray” neutron
bom b would be an answer to K rush
chev’s “ terror weapons” . It sounds
to us more of a terror weapon than
anything we have heard of so far.
It is thus described by the Daily
H eralds New York correspondent:
Both American and Soviet scientists
are known to be working on the
N-bomb, primarily a battlefield weapon
capable of killing soldiers in tanks with
out destroying the tanks or other
equipment.
People working in a building could be
wiped out by the rays without the
building suffering any damage except
broken windows.

T h at is a weapon!
Imagine
eliminating the hum an race, while
retaining intact all the material
property and prosperity of the
n atio n s!! Now all this business of
establishing bases in outer space
comes into proper perspective.
W hen war is declared the V IPs will
depart in their rockets to outer
space, while we poor mugs are pop
ping each other off with death ray
neutron weapons. When no sign of
hum an life is apparent the VIPs will
descend like Gods to inhabit and
repopulate the earth. A h! Brave
New W orld!

ie W eapons c a n be Im p ro v e d !
FFICLALS of the Defence Dept,
have begun a large scale camign for a resum ption of nuclear
Tests in the atm osphere by the
rU nited States. In a report from
7 Washington the Guardian’s corresfpondent M ax Freedm an w rites:
They are circulating memoranda de
signed to prove that American security
will be endangered if these- tests are not
undertaken soon. They point out that
, il is imperative, from a military point
■of view, to modernise the nuclear
weapons in the American stockpiles.
Some of these weapons must now be
dismantled and inspected. In addition
there have been developed new and im
proved methods of triggering off the
explosion, but these devices must be
i tested before their effectiveness can be
fully displayed.
The officials point out that it is also
important to find out if high altitude
explosions affect radio communications.
Without adequate knowledge on this
point the US might find, in an emer
gency, that its worldwide system of com
munications by radio would not work
because of enemy high altitude ex
plosions intended to disorganise its
(operations.
If these pessimistic forecasts are correct
the Defence Department might find that
its radar is unable to track hostile air
craft, the distant early warning line
across Northern Canada might not
function, and the great missile warning
radar screen might be ineffective.
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In the high altitude tests conducted by
the US in 1958, it was found that radio
communications were disorganised for six
or eight hours over the Pacific area.
General Thomas White, former Chiefof-Staff of the Air Force, told Congress
that no missile has ever been fired with
an active warhead on it to see whether
“the whole combination works out.”
Defence Department officials say that
General White’s statement applied in
substance to all weapons systetais. They
add that since testing was stopped by
the US in October, 1958, it should be
possible by a new series of tests to im
prove the quality of every nuclear
weapon in the American armoury.
Congressman Holifield, Chairman of
the Joint Congressional Atomic Energy
Committee, has agreed with this estimate.
He says that a warhead weighing 500
lb. has a present range of 1,200 miles;
but if the weight of the warhead were
reduced from 500 to 250 lb., the range
could be increased to 1,700 miles with
the same amount of missile fuel. These

LOOKS USEFUL'

Britain is not short of Land

Q N E of the arguments used by the
racial fanatics, now supported
by the Tory Governm ent’s measure
limiting immigration
into
this
country is that Britain is already too
overcrowded and short of the
necessary land required for develop
ment in order to supply the needs
of “her own” existing and future
population.
All their other “reasons” have
been fairly successfully shot down
by opponents of government policy,
but on the question of limited space
many people have agreed that it
presented a problem, if not now in
the future, made more difficult by
increased immigration.

MIGRANTS

WELL, THE WHITE ONE

The findings of Mr. Wyndham
Thom as, director of The Town and
C ountry
Planning
Association,
speaking in London last week at the
Conference of the Federation of
Registered Housebuilders, will leave
the anti-blacks without any practical
arguments in their campaign to
“ keep Britain white”.
Mr. Thom as’s statement will
startle many people who have been
encouraged to believe that all types
of development have almost reached
their limit. He sa id :
“One of the most widely believed bits
of modern mythology is that Britain is
desperately short of land. We have all
the land we are likely to need, and for

all the purposes for which we are likely
to need it, for as far ahead as even the
most far-sighted eye can see.” . . . .
“An anti-social alliance of market
pressures, aesthetic prejudices and preservational sentiment is now forcing
higher densities, higher costs and lower
standards in public and private housing,
especially in the areas of greatest de
mand.”
Only a lowering of city land values
through the dispersal of workplaces
could make it possible to build close to
city centres homes that workers wanted
and could afford. Meanwhile they would
continue to move out.

He estimates that although by
1981 the urban growth will have in
creased by 1,000 square miles only
about two per cent, would represent
a decline in agricultural acreage:
Nearly four million houses would be
needed in the next 20 years to replace
existing ones that would be more than

a hundred years old by 1981, at least
two million (nearer three at the current
rate) to cope with the formation of addi
tional families able to afford separate
homes, and a half a million to relieve
present overcrowding.
This would absorb land at about the
present rate of 35,000 acres a year, im
plying a total urban growth by 1981 of
more than 1,000 square miles. This
would, however, represent a decline in
our agricultural acreage of only about
two per cent., which would be accom
panied by an increase of at least 20 per
cent, in total farm output if increasing
agricultural productivity were main
tained.

Just as monetary and political in
terests prevent the rational use of
agricultural
development
which
could eliminate famine and hunger
on a large scale, so will “market
pressures” prevent the sensible use
of land for housing development.
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irpHER£ are a minority of men that
A nature has cast for the role of genius
and their lives transcend their art and
age. and when men in meeting, discuss
them, it is not what they did but how
they lived that commands attention.
They become legends in their own lives,
and lesser men who cross their paths
carry the knowledge that they have been
saved from history's oblivion by this
accident of time and geography. Such
a man was Augustus Edwin John, born
*1 Tenby in Pembrokeshire, in the coun
try of Wales, on the 4th of January,
1877.
His father was a local solicitor and his
mother an amateur artist, died when he
was five. It was planned that John
should follow his father's profession, but
little pressure was exerted when he de
cided to enter the Slade at the age of
seventeen with £180 and a three year
scholarship won by his painting “The
Brazen Serpent".
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Life was good to John, for his talent
as a master draughtsman was soon
recognized and his early friendship with
James Dickson Jones helped to foster
his feeling for brilliant colours. Early
recognition did not spoil the man how
ever, for all his life he moved among
all manner and classes of men as their
equal and ever the gentle revolutionary,
his pocket and his name were there to
serve, yet never did he fulfil the high
hopes of his teachers and his friends,
for the greatness of hi* early promise
never managed to flower Into fruition.
Too much of the intellectual. John
could not leave a canvas or a subject
alone and too often hi* constant repeti
tion and overwork killed the humanity
that gave birth to the original creation.
I; is his love of the social off-beat that
gives his best canvases their mastertouch for he painted the gypsies because
he loved them and their way of life, for
John, the artist, sought and found his
greatness in the human contact and if
he left us only his "Smiling Woman”,
be would have paid his debt to the
world. Like Hogarth's "Shrimp Girl",
this magnificent woman mocks the
pedant and the purist for as free, as
firm, as vigorous and as full of surging
life as a young tree she is John's affirm
ation of the glory and the joy that
could and should be our birthright.
Yet John could trouble his friends,
and many were hurt when he decided to
paint the portrait of Alvan T. Fuller, the
Governor of Massachusetts, who was

part instrumental in sending Sacco and
Vanzelii to their innocent deaths. John

claimed that it was not the artist's func
tion to stand in judgment on the sub
ject, and in this he may have been cor
rect, but what hurt his friends and wor
ried John afterwards was that he had
stayed as a guest with Fuller while the
two anarchists were awaiting death. But
all that is water under the bridge, and
the Augustus John that wc can but
remember, is not the father of Admiral
Sir Caspar John, the First Sea Lord;
not the fashionable academic rebel of
the 'thirties, not the official war artist;
or the man of the moment painting the
creatures of fashionable society in the
Grand Manner of elongated heads, tense
muscles, and flat planes in the tradition
of Michelangelo, Tintoretto and El
Greco; but a sweet and gentle old man
who annoyed all those now busily en
gaged in writing their protestations of
love for him, by the earthiness of his
language and his open pleasure for the
glass and the tankard.
Augustus John, that little grey-bearded
man with the dirty beret aslant his head
and a willowy female acolyte upon his
arm lightened the grey streets of our
Town, and it was fitting that his last
public appearance should have been at
Trafalgar Square when the citizens by
the hundred sat down to mark their
disapproval of those who spoil our
lives, and our last recorded contact with
him should have been the gay sincerity
of the message he sent to the people
who organized the Anarchist Ball on the
20th of October.
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The Smiling Woman
One of Augustus John’s many portraits
of his second wife, Dorelia.
(From the Tate Gallery)

Augustus John is dead but the loss is
truly ours.
A rthur M oyse.
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TN universities and research centres
across the land a new "profession" is
developing, a civilian order of military
strategists. These strategists come from
the ranks of political scientists and eco
nomists, missile designers and historians,
foreign-affairs experts and former State
Department aides. They represent in
some ways a continuation and refine
ment of the "political realists” who since
the end of World War 11 brought "real
istic" values of national interest and
power into university classrooms and
textbooks and intensified these values
in public policy-making. The "political
realists'* were interested mainly in the
rivalries of world politics; the strategists
are concerned with the pragmatic means
by which power and rivalries shall be
decided, namely force.
Glorification of force runs counter to
some of the idealistic strains in the
American intellectual tradition, in 1952
Bernard Brodie, a former university
teacher of international relations and
now with the quasi-governmental RAND
Corporation, complained that American
intellectual* had a faddist dislike of
force. The practical man on the street,
he said, was a more sensible judge of
war than the sensitive intellectuals, who
haled war for abstract reasons such as
Us watte and futility.
Judging from the growth and respect
ability of the strategists, they are no
longer on the defensive Sensitivity is
disappearing from much of the intellect
ual landscape In this atmosphere.
»*cpt clean of "fuzzy idealism" about
fellow man and personal goals, it is not
uncommon for strategist intellectuals to
speak with amoral detachment of the
ioat of mdlions of lives in a "rational’*
war; of way* so concentrate men on
H lfH H 'fr to make feasible target* for
i&iJiMil weapons, of the H-bomb
bunda> punch*; of leukemia and bone
fitaesrt alls* a nuclear war being "with

in Uw range to winch we are ftccui*
turned * YInrnf are not military com*
manger# latitftf hut scholar# and even
gooml tctoMBA*
Dakar Mcvganstern, a political aepnomm god sliategttl. has potnted out in

/h r Qaeudtm of Nation*! jtrfrnw
kumiy doo* aN aa*p* the deatre for
know tid y o iagittmate itakm H a smug*
how te a to war. Any ode/ utilitarian
and pales in (oupuaua-H ikrthri it he
the Ussiiiq of the tfek* the prevention
of disease, the lengthening of life, the
making of better mousetraps of all kinds
in ancient times it was the adven
ture* of the warrior, his wandering*
through foseign lands, which putted so
many toward warfare. Now the auni
kind of fascination lies in the work*1*
always connected with some potential
or actual warlike application.
If social scientists cannot share
directly in the fascinating adventure of
military technology, they can at least

Sometimes a mere engineer makes the
ranks of the elite who are invited to
address luncheon clubs on international
strategy. Henry S. Aurand, Jr., a civil
engineering M.S. and missile designer
tor General Electric's Technical Military
Planning Operation, spoke to San Fran
cisco’s Commonwealtn Club in April
1960. He felt no qualms about suggest
ing an ultimate deterrent of 40 million
megatons, to be possessed by both the
Soviet Union and the United States in
order to make war really suicidal.
Ordinarily the strategists are more
conservative in their proposals. Most
have rejected massive retaliation on the
grounds that it is unrealistic under the
new conditions of East-West thermo
nuclear parity. They prefer to consider
a limited war, nuclear or non-nuclear.
The problem is that none can promise
that* non-nuclear war won't become
nuclear war or that limited nuclear war
won’t become unlimited nuclear war.

may question the wisdom of |
manipulate a nation as one I
naughty child. He may wonder|
a strategist without deep know®
Soviet culture and psychologywith it—dares to pin millions^]
on the correctness of his guess aa |
the adversary will respond o r]
criterion for “rationality” is. F ri
official United States viewpoint tE
flight was fully rational, but the*
seemed to consider it irrational. !
Strategic literature is repleUR
small phrases that represent assurricl
regarding Soviet military behai
‘ . . PEOPLE AFRAID TO COMPETE
especially in response to Western me]
IDEOLOGICALLY WITH OTHERS,
The phrases appear innocuously as 1
AFRAID OF THE GIVE AND TAKE
the eyes of the Soviets . . . They are 1
OF NEGOTIATION AND
likely to think . . . The Soviets mav*|
BARGAINING, TERRIFIED OF
lieve." Considering the present stak^
UNFAMILIAR HUMAN CONTACTS
who has the moral right to make fra
. . . THE REJECT THE PROSPECT
and easy predictions of this nature)!
OF INTERNATIONALLY SHARED
With similar unrealism the strategist
stsl
IDEAS AND IDEALS.’
sometimes refer to the enemy as “he,j
This article from our American
on the questionable assumption thafl
For a while the prospect of total nuciear
contemporary ‘Liberation', discusses
war was held improbable, but opinion government contains no pull and hauli
the growth of the new profession
has shifted now to make it a very real on policy-making and that, consequently,
of civilian military strategists
possibility, even a probability, ine our policies cannot influence the forces I
in the United States.
breakthrough for the feasibility of war represented in Soviet decision-making. ]
An occasional -irategist, such as j
is traced to January 1959, when several
RAND strategists came out with separ Brodie, worries that we may be so |
plot the uses of its products on chess ate writings reappraising the prospect for aggressive about deterrence as to cause
boards of war. Library shelves are the balance of terror. According to a an enemy to fear us too much, "espec
ially if what we make him fear is our]
growing heavy with works on military lellow strategist, the reappraisals came
strategy in the nuclear age; the vocabu-^| to a head with Congressional hearings ovei-readiness to react." Such qualms j
worry few plotters Their principal fear
Iary of military deterrence passes into early in 1959. The “alarming view
is that the enemy will find the threat of
then
quickly
spread
that
the
American
the common realm; strategists insist that
retaliation
not
sufficiently
their occupation deserves the dignity of thermonuclear striking power might soon^ nuclear
•
"the academic counnterpart of the mili become decidedly inferior to Russia's credible.
It is important to say what the strate
tary profession." They complain that and the nuclear deadlock be unbalanced.
gists are not interested in. They are not
their art develops so slowly. Meantime, The accepted view now considers the
deadlock to have been unsettled by dis interested in disarmament or disengage

Ik I
Plotters

in the ranks of the older "political realistr." there are quiet but important defec
tion*. George F. Kennan break* from
its sterile concepts, and Han* J. Morgenihiu, perhaps the dean of the "realist"
school of international relations, finds
the old power structure sadly out of date.
Who are the strategist*? Morgenstern
ll a native of Germany who advise* the
military applications subcommittee of
the Congressional Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy * as well as Convair and
(lie Atomic Energy Commission. Others
utcludi g professor of history who writes
widely on military affairs, especially as
related to Germany; another professor
whi' specialties in the military aspects of
economics; a university lecturer in pub
lic and inter national affairs who served
a* i military officer with the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, the Office
of Strategic Services and the Central
Intelligence Agency; an army colonel
who is now deputy director of a univer
sity international-relations department.
Paul H Niue, former director of the

ment. They are very interested in diplo
parities in the means of delivery and
macy or diplomats, except for Talley-,
protection of nuclear weapons. In other
wordi, the nation with more missiles rand, Mettcrnich and Machiavelli. They
are uninterested in world government oij
to deliver warheads and with better
in a United Nations strengthened against
mean* of protecting it* striking force
and population has an advantage in inti world anarchy. As historians, thej
midating the enemy. It doe* not matter manage to avoid consideration of man’!
long struggle upward from bestiality,
it the nation with three hundred more
As international-relations experts, the)
inutile* doe* not intend to u*e them to
rarely sec the newly independent people
start a war. Just the fact of having
them gives it a psychological head start as anything but potential accretions ti
American power. They seek a mechatj
that unsettles the "balance".
Deterrence is described as being con istic formula for war and peace, perhap
because they fear the entry of hums
cerned with "influencing the choice that
another party wilt make, and doing it forces, the unpredictable quirks a
by influencing his expectations of how human personality and the unsettling n
wc will behave." It would seem a rather ot history,
capricious foundation on which to rest SOVIET INTENTION
the late of mankind. The strategy for deal
Critics realize that the military framj
ing with the Soviet Union is one aspect work in which United States foreig
of conflict strategy, which also applies, policy is imprisoned has caused much <
lor example, lo unruly children, crimi the nation's trouble, but they find it
nals or aggressive drivers. The common reasonable way to change this fram
clement is trying to influence their work. Even a thoughtful pacifist m;
actions by our threats of reprisals. At fear that substantial unilateral disarm
State Department policy planning staff, the same time it is necessary to assume ment by the United States would encot
has been associated with the older that the enemy is “rational/* meaning age attack. It may not, but it rm
"political realists,” but he also writes on that he will respond to our threats as we The unknown factor is Soviet intemioi

military strategy.

expect him to respond. A non-strategist

Firstly not only have the coun throne” and because once the spot
servants who between them seek to
regulate our lives. Not only has the tries concerned survived the loss of' light of mass Communications has
number of aspirants to “supreme their super-men; they all boast that been turned elsewhere they assume
power” increased as taboos have they have never been as prosperous .their normal stature, and the world
been broken down, but so has their as they are now . . . Without them! ;can only see them as vain, weak,
dependence on others increased in Secondly, with the exception of ambitious, lonely, ruthless, unbal
to maintain their power.
Britain (which loves animals more anced, stupid, or whatever human
To our minds those who today than it does human beings, and being can be in given circumstances.
wield the least power in the Western which explains why it supports But are we asked to accept that the
bloc are the politicians. (Let us Churchill’s “bull-dog” spirit to this worker in Russia, in Italy, in Ger
N ovem ber II 1961 Vol 22 No 36
qualify this by saying that if the day in spite of the valid denuncia many, America, France and Britain
governments of the West European tions by his critical civil and military is now any less a worker, a member
and American bloc have real power “colleagues”), the Stalins, Roose of the other class, than he was when
THOUGHTS ON POWER
of decision it is only because their velts and Hitlers (not to mention the the other set of supermen were in
spokesmen are themselves influential- Mussolinis) get the criticism and office? If not then these self-pro
members of the the ruling elite in oblivion they deserve. Why? Not fessed champions of the people are
their respective countries.. Fact or because they were mad, as comrade
^ARTHU R ULOTH’S “complete class-divided world, in which for fiction?). In the Russian bloc, Uloth suggests, but because they no more the defenders of the people
iff disagreemen” with our approach some of us the red carpet of social though the financier and industrial have been used as the scapegoats than their much denounced prede
fwould seem to us to hinge on only and economic privilege is laid down ist, as we understand them in the for the real “powers behind the cessors?
[one question. We agree that it is even before our contemplated arri West, do not exist, effective power
fan important one, but nevertheless |_ val. But for most of us our, often, must (unless one believes that every
jpne on which reasonable people unexpected arrival is preceded by thing from a sputnik to a shoe-lace
phould be able to reach agreement overtime at work, housing problems, can be ordered and controlled from
Because it is a question of facts and a tightening-of-the-belt, and a chec Khrushchev’s office in Moscow) be
inot opinion or conjecture. The kered future which is determined by widely spread amongst scientists,
[question is contained in the last two the family fortunes and the impon technicians, bureaucrats, soldiers,
O p course the social system has so threatened and for these reasons
I sentences of his first paragraph:
derables of 11-plus examinations, to policemen and politicians. When
not changed”, declares Arthur we see no missiles on the launching
1 People in all walks of life commit mention only two of the obstacles Mr. K. at the recent Russian Party Uloth adding, And no doubt revolu pads just waiting for the unknown
ksuiside, and occasionally murder. The barring the way to most children. Congress declared that the very
“criminal” to press the button that
[danger comes when one of these un (Agreed that the children of the speech he was then making had tion is the only answer”. We agree will start the fireworks and the
100
per
cent.!
And
when
he
writes
balanced people comes to hold a posi privileged class are as much the vic
been “examined and endorsed by
But we should be living in a fool’s deadly blast and fall-out.
tion of supreme power.
tims of their environment as the the leading collective” he was being paradise if we imagine that ‘it can’t
Arthur Uloth will, we hope, per
He illustrates his contention in children of the have-nots are of more honest, more realistic as to the happen’. As long as these weapons of mit us to underline his concluding
the Second paragraph with the ex theirs. B u t . . . !).
powers of the political leaders than mass destruction exist there is always a point that the weapons of mass
This is not a digression but an for instance, such impotent political risk that they may be used, or set off destruction “may be used, or set off
am ples of Stalin and Hitler “as well
* s some of the Roman emperors”, attempt to draw attention to the fact nincompoops as our Lord Home by an error of judgment that cannot be by an error of judgment that cannot
corrected in time
the underprivileged majority
p erhaps we should forget about the that
who, perhaps because he was at the
be corrected in time”. All wars are
]Ronfan emperors “and other rulers find themselves in the position they time of his appointment widely de we are again in agreement! We an error of judgment so far as the
have
never
said
that
“it
can’t
hap
m n different periods of history” for are, not because they are less intelli scribed as a Macmillan stooge, now
pen”. Indeed, if he had read our losing side is concerned and viewed
TJhe. time being, and content our gent nor potentially less able to cannot make a speech without last editorial in conjunction with in retrospect, but there is a chasm
selves with events and leaders in our occupy more “responsible” jobs threatening her Majesty’s potential the others we have written on the of irrationality between the argu
than the privileged minority, but enemies with an H-bomb (made in
;wn times.
subject he would have found in the ment that we are threatened by
g- Who are the individuals, suicidal, because of the accident of birth and Britain) right in their vital spot. opening sentence of The Myth of suicidal lunatics “in positions of
the
very
palpable
fact
that
the
iurderous or just “unbalanced”
Dear Arthur, let the old cock crow War and Peace (Sept. 2) the follow supreme power” and that wars are
ivho have in fact held positions of society into which they are born has if it satisfies his ego!
the result of “an error of judg
ing:
■uprenie power? Before we start for a very long time been based on
In the kind of world set-up which ment” !
satisfying
primarily
the
needs
and
hinking of the likely candidates,
regulates human affairs the possibility
Would that the ruling groups
let us attempt to define “supreme aspirations of the privileged. And
of war at some time or other is inevit
such
a
society
depends
for
its
ex
were lunatics; one would know how
fcower”. As we understand it, and
able. . . .
ve are naturally open to correction, istence on the needs of the majority
And far from assuming that “acci to deal with them. They are not
Fit is the absolute power which an being subordinated to those of a
dental” war could result from a lunatics but people who, as the say
[individual enjoys to direct the lives, minority. (Let us hasten to add that,
technical hitch we have sought to ing goes, know on which side their
Athe action, the thoughts, of all the we anarchists are as unconvinced
pour cold water on these fantastic bread is buttered, and have their
task
is
to
expose
the
hypo
[members of the community by by rule of the majority as we are of
crisy of the political game of “stories”. But neither do we be finger on the pulse of public opinion,
[reason of wisdom, hypnotic powers, rule by the minority, since we mis creating political crises, of “negotiat lieve that war will be the result of market trends, Common Markets
[or the exclusive possession of a trust the intentions of those who ing”, patching -up, postponing, but what comrade Uloth calls “the obvi and subversive activities*. Only
[weapon of coercion (it could be as desire to rule just as, in despair, we never solving or eradicating them. ous fact of human irrationality”. too well do the ruling class know
• fantastic as a portable “death ray” question the intelligence of those Our task is to deflate these news Wars are launched by the ruling what they want: It’s the working
[ or as pedestrian as an age-long who accept to be ruled).
paper-personalities not to inflate class for reasons which are, for people who serve their interests who
Now, how does a minority, them, which, unwittingly, our friend them, very rational: namely, the still don’t know what they want.
itaboo!). In other words we main
tain that for an individual to enjoy manage to retain its power in the Uloth does when he suggests they preservation of the Status quo, in And we are asked to believe that
supreme power he must embody in teeth of a dissatisfied—to say the might well hold positions of other words their survival as a privi the former are the “lunatics” !
his person not only the desire, the least — majority? The unsubtle, “supreme power”. Just think of the leged class. Our argument is that
Bruce Reid, Press Officer of the
ambition, or the God-sent-mission, brutal, answer i s : force. Call it the awe in which people such as Hitler, for them to take such a step they *Mr.
Committee of 100 stated, according to
to direct, control or guide the lives rhreat of-*-, call it law-and-order, Stalin, Roosevent and Churchill must feel that their security is
the Sunday Times that the Special
of all other members of the com call it the fear of unemployment or were held in by the organs of mass threatened. In spite of Mr. K and
Branch of Scotland Yard was paying
special attention to their activities on
munity, but also the power to en “insecurity” ; blame the Jones’, communications, and in consequence the Committee of 100 (to whom, in
Home Office instructions. “The Police
force his wishes upon those who “tradition”, “human nature”, “sur by the masses. They are all dead, spite of what some of our critics
were very much in evidence at meetings
might not recognise either his wis vival of the fittest”, the wickedness politically if not physically, and at may say, we have offered all along
we held at the docks”. We would add
of
man”
or
“man’s
aggressivity”
;
dom or his authority. Among the
the time of writing Adenauer, 100 per cent, support so long as they
that at the Committee’s Trafalgar
Square meeting on October 29 this
latter are, on the one hand,, the indeed, call it by any name you like Krushchev, Kennedy and Macmil don’t sell-out to the establishmentwriter saw a group of four plain clothes
Arthur Uloths and the writer of but you cannot escape from the fact lan are the “personalities” that have or “New”- Left politicians) we do
men all wearing CND badges mingling
these lines, who neither want to rule that a minority rules over the replaced them.
not consider that they are, or feel,
with the crowd.
nor be ruled, and on the other, those majority because it disposes of the
machinery
of
State,
that
is,
the
who are as avid for positions of
LETTER
power as our would-be “supreme armed forces, the Civil Service, the
police,
the
judiciary,
the
prisons,
ruler”.
If we overlook for the time being mass communications, the means of
the Uloths and ourselves (have no production as well as the raw
fear, we will not forget to re-intro materials below and above ground.
duce ourselves in due course!) we In a word, they hold all the cards
they the power, to wipe out the more rational than average, which
are left with a very large number of of power except the aces which are D ear C o m r a d e s ,
It is not often that 1 find myself human race rather than lose their I doubt very much. History does
people all interested in maintaining, held by the people, the majority,
consolidating or achieving positions who are the producers of the means in such complete disagreement with power, even though it would mean not bear it out. Some ruling classes,
of privilege which are, and can only of life (and the luxuries of the privi the editors of F r e e d o m as I do on death to themselves. After all, if the British ruling class for instance,
be, based on power over the lives leged minority!), but who have still this issue. The editorial of Novem they did lose their power and sur have shown themselves to be clever,
to discover what they hold up their ber the 4th seems to me very much vive they would only fall into the and have successfully maintained
of other people.
mistaken. “Are our leaders suicidal hands of their enemies, to be tor their power over long periods. But
Willy nilly we are bom into a sleeves
lunatics?” Well, how do we know tured or put to death as “war crimi they have made many mistakes,
either way? The truth is most likely nals”, or imprisoned for the rest of for which they have sometimes had
that the ruling groups in society are their lives. To blow everything up, to pay heavily. In the present situa
composed of people very like our including themselves, would seem tion however, one mistake will be
selves, including clear-headed and quite a rational choice to make in enough to finish us all off.
stupid folk, gentle (at least in per the circumstances. Judging from
Of course the social system has
sonal dealings) and ruthless, happy the accounts I have read of Hitler’s not changed, and, so long as we are
The “supreme power” of an in and unhappy. It is these last who last days, he would have been pre not blown up in the process, the
' J ’HE privileged minority are the
victims of their own greed. Apart dividual, which Arthur Uloth refers represent perhaps the greatest threat. pared to destroy the whole world, ruling classes of the world may well
from the very important fact that in to, which is in fact absolute power, People in all walks of life commit but he had not the power. Nowa be in process of consolidating their
power. And no doubt revolution
usurping culture, knowledge and is a thing of the past. Whereas in suicide, and occasionally murder. day that power exists.
The tales of rodents eating is the only answer. But we should
education they spawned the most the distant past the absolute mon The danger comes when one of
determined rebels within their own arch secured his power by granting these unbalanced people comes to through cables, women summoning be living in a fool’s paradise if we
taxis, etc., sound pretty far-fetched imagine that “it can’t happen”. As
class, the growth of industrialism, by sinecures and property to loyal hold a position of supreme power.
Stalin was probably mad. About to me too, but the case for war by long as these weapons of mass
which larger profits could be made soldiers and financial backers, today
than by the cultivation of the land, it is the other way round. The Hitler there can be no doubt at all. “accident” does not rest on these destruction exist there is always a
has not only extended the horizons monarchy—where it still persists is Some of the Roman emperors were stories. It is based upon the risk that they may be used, or be
and the frontiers of the privileged no more than an expensive, dor insane, and other rulers in different obvious fact of human irrationality. set off by an error of judgment that
minority but also their dependence mant, appendix in the social organ periods of history. Such people The editorial seems to imply that in cannot be corrected in time.
A r th u r W . U loth.
on a new class of technicians, scient ism—and governments, are the vocal would be perfectly prepared, had fact the ruling groups in society are
ists, financiers and super-salesmen stooges of the industrialists, the
undreamed of a century ago.
financiers and the permanent civil
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The War Plotters
Continued from p a g e 2
The strategists' authority rests first of
all on the unknown factor of Soviet
intentions. And this broad unknown
area is> monopolized by anti-Communist
propagandists whose assumptions the
strategists often accept without question.
Harvard Professor Henry A. Kissinger
sneers at "our continued efforts to dis
cover ‘reasonable' motives for the Soviet
leaders to cease being Bolsheviks."
Lumping together outdated Lenin pre
cepts, partial quotes from Khrushchev
and excessive statements from Mao,
Kissinger serves them up as a poisonous
stew of implacable “Communist" hos
tility. On this basis of questionable
reference he then discounts any genuine
Soviet desire for accommodation with
the West Colonel William R. Kintner,
deputy director of the Foreign Policy
Research Institute of the University of
Pennsylvania, similarly espouses the
demon theory of Russian Communism.
Changing governments, the passage of
time or internal popular pressures can
not have the slightest influence on the
Communists' plan for world conquest.
The virtual refusal of some strategists
to accept a possibility of Soviet change
is illustrated in remarks of Klaus Knorr.
in a 1957 pamphlet issued by the Center
of International Studies, Princeton Uni
versity;
Mere protestations {by the Soviets] of
peaceful intentions are likely to express

oK^^°r e - ^ an 3 tactical maneuver. Mere
m fhe personalities of the lead’ HI mean little as long as the present
system remains essentially intact . . .
even if we perceive present trends indi
cating such basic change, as some of our
analysts do. we must assume, for the
time being, that these trends are tenuous,
subject to abrupt reversal, and of un
certain consummation. Much as we
hope for some changes, to be on the safe
side in so momentous a matter., we must
assume that intense hostility to the West
is still, and may be for a, long time,
central to Soviet motivations.
Thomas C. Schilling, formerly of
RAND and now of Harvard’s Center
for International Affairs, would have us
throw out the last vestiges of internat
ional confidence on the highly debatable
premise that East-West relations can be
nothing but jungle law. His reasoning:

George Kennan put forth contrary
views in 1954 and 1957. views that in
stead of being disputed by the strategists
were simply ignored. He said in a 1954
work that “I have never seen any evi
dence that the Soviet leaders have at any
time since World War II (or before, for
that matter) desired a general war be
tween the Soviet Union and the major
■^gipitalist powers, or looked to such a
war as a likely means of achieving their
objectives." He added: “The Soviet
leaders are not like many of us; they
do not suppose that military victory
solves all problems; they know that it
' is only a beginning and not an end."
Kennan reiterated this view of Soviet
intentions several years later, adding: “I
do not believe, in other words, that it
was our possession of the atomic bomb
which prevented the Russians from over
running Europe in 1948 or at any other
time,’’ Again he charged that Western
thinking was overmilitarized. The Rus
sian Communist threat, he conceded,
was political and military but more poli
tical than military, a threat associated
. with the weaknesses of Western civil
ization.

. . where trust and good faith do not
exist, and cannot be made to by our act HEIGHTENED TENSION
ing as though they did, we may wish
Morgenthau now tells us that “Khrush
to solicit advice from the underworld or
from ancient despotisms on how to chev's new imperialism seeks to conquer
make agreements when trust and good the world neither with military might
faith are lacking and there is no legal nor with the gospel of Marx and Lenin,
recourse for breach of contract. The but with the technological and produc
ancients had devices like the exchange tive capacity of the Soviet Union." It
of hostages, drinking wine from the will be an imperialism of trade and aid,
same glass. . , .
emulative example and Soviet produc
But Herman Kahn of RAND, after tivity, he asserts. Even the Korean war,
many pages on likely Soviet military which Paul Nitze has blamed for United
provocations, permits himself the specu States military preoccupation, becomes
lation that both the United States and in Morgenthau's analysis something
the Soviet Union are status quo powers. other than the usual example of Com
He allows the' possibility that military munist aggression. Morgenthau writes
fear of each other is the worse peril off the Korean war as an accident or
facing either.
miscalculation, and not part of the Com
For years the Stalinist foreign policy munist grand design for world conquest.
was depicted as part of the Communist Yet the second thoughts of foreigndrive for world domination. Yet now affairs experts fail to penetrate the easy
Hans Morgenthau tells us that Stalin's assumptions of the strategists.
These divided counsels take on terri
foreign policy owed nothing to Com
munism but sprang rather from the fying proportions in the 1960's. In these
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deeper into the missile race, with its
weapons that cannot be called back, the
tensions become more potentially catas
trophic. If, in this era of presumed im
balance and heightened tension, the
adversaries could find grounds for con
fidence in the other's underlying inten
tions. the fears of war could be eased.
One requirement of strategic reason
ing is a willingness to speculate on all
military possibilities, and especially the
worse. This bars the strategists from
ruling out or even using ordinary judg
ment on the “threats’" that they might
believe, in broader political perspective,
not really to exist.
Thus the conclusion: “Once the Rus
sians believe themselves to have achieved
a substantial thermonuclear superiority
over the United States, they could put
heavy pressure on the West and they
might decide that they did not want to
continue living in a world in which the
United States, Britain, and eventually
France or even Turkey could threaten
and blast Moscow or Kharkov."
This possibility was posed at a 1958
Princeton University conference on
NATO strategy. It was qualified or re
futed by other participants, who doubted
that Soviet leaders wanted to destroy
their nation-building efforts or risk over
twenty million Russian casualties. But
such non-military reservations are not
always raised by military strategists.
Herman Kahn explains that total
nuclear war is not unthinkable, partly
because the Soviets “know that they can
take an enormous amount of economic
damage and be set back only a few
years in their development." Do the
Soviets know that? Do they believe it?
Kahn's colleague. Bernard Brodie,
actually disputes it in his contemporan
eous work. Strategy in the Missile Age:
. . . the fact that a nation has in the
past undergone and successfully recover
ed from great injury does not mean that
it will be blasd about a possible repeti
tion of such a catastrophe. The Soviet
leaders are not eager to see 1941-1942
repeated, let alone run the risk of having
the damage and casualties of those years
greatly exceeded.
Like many other Americans today, the
strategists seek an impossible, mathe
matical formula for peace, a means by
which X arms or Y military maneuvers
will improve the chances of peace by Z
factor. They, want to avoid the mal
leable human area where we still retain
some power over our fates. Even in
this human area they try to make events
appear predetermined or mechanistic:
the Paris summit meeting was long fore
doomed to failure; no change in the
Communist system is conceivable; all
Khrushchev's rages are synthetic: react
ions of the Soviets can be predicted
largely by duplicating our own. These
are responses of people afraid to compete
ideologically with others, afraid of the
give and take of negotiation and bargain
ing. terrified of unfamiliar human con
tacts. Intellectually they are provin
cials, morally they are neutrals. Human
istically they reject the prospect of inter
nationally-shared ideas and ideals.
Probably this approach to foreign
policy is appropriate for a society rapid
ly becoming fossilized, but it is not an
approach that promises either peace or
national survival.'
. (From Liberation. Aug. 1961).

HAVE YOU
SETTLED FOR
YOUR TICKET?
DO YOU STILL OWE FOR TICKETS?
SOME readers may have been puzzled
by the figure of only £9 shown in our
brief account of the financial result of ‘
the Anarchist Ball of last month. The :
figure represented what was left of
money from the sale of tickets after all
expenses had been paid! ‘
Incidentally, there are still a few
tickets left unaccounted for. We should
like to close the account for the Bali as
soon as possible and would be grateful {
if all those who still ow.e. us for tickets jj
would please settle up v&ithin the next -1
w'eek. *
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LONDON
ANARCHIST
CENTRAL MEETINGS
meetings to be held at
l
The Two Brewers,
40 Monmouth Street. WC2
(Leicester Square Tube)
Sundays at 7.30 p.m.
NOV 12 Maurice Goldman:
South Africa: the Background.
NOV 19 Ian Leslie:
Subject to be announced
NOV 26 A. Rajk: The Lesser Evil.
DEC 3 Bob McKean: Anarchism:
Missing Link.

Hyde P a rk M eetings
Every Sunday at 3.30 (if fine)

OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
1st Thursday of each month at 8 pan. at
Jack and Mary Stevenson’s, 6 Stainton
Road, Enfield. Middx.
Last Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m
at Dorothy Barasi’s, 45 Twyford Avenue
Fortis Green, N.2.
1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Ellerbv Street
Fulham, S.W.6.
3rd Thursday of each month at 8 pan. at;
Donald Rooum’s, 148a Fellows Road/
Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Last Friday of each month at 8 pan-, at
Laurens and Celia Otters. 57 Ladbroke
Road, W .ll.

JAZZ CLUB
New season’s meetings will be held at
4 Albert Street Momington Crescent NWl
at approximately monthly intervals.
Friday November 17: Jack Stephenson
on The Trumpet (Part II)
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